Monday and Tuesday we get back. Take a look into the future; yourself? Let's be in our seats with lessons all prepared the they have to, and the brownbaggers will be there—but you in for it. This business of yelling for holidays is kid stuff. You're the day after—no one will mind—you will be the one to pay the third to recover cake and eat it too"; Here we've had a week off the term a comes the wail. "Eager to absorb all that was being given out Boy, coming here was something pretty big. You really were the Senior Week Committee does as well as the Junior Prom Com- have to do is get the ticket prices down by eliminating some it Miller and Harry James to play at our formals, but now advertising is anything for a magazine of quality. He has his immediate ambition is for a Tech for Christmas and none for New Year's. This is a challenge to you. Have you grown up from high school days yet? Do you realize that you really want to learn? No one's checking up on you. Take New Year's Day off, and the day after—no one will mind—you will be the one to pay for this. It is your business of burning holidays is kid stuff. You're in college now, and pretty soon you'll be in industry and squawking will do you even less good there. It's often said, "The Navy men will all be class because they have to, and the brownbaggers will be there—you won't catch me coming." If that is your attitude, maybe you belong somewhere else. So a couple more days would give you a little more time at home, eh? Don't you realize that your present efforts should be to get becoming through here? The term's short enough as it is. The faculty has only begrudgingly let us have thirty minutes for meals and another thirty minutes off even classes. Two days is really terrible. You're here to learn something; why don't you give in the swine, instead of pulling against yourselves. Let's be in our seats with lessons all prepared the on the Monday and Tuesday we get back. Take a look into the future; don't be so short-sighted that you want to sacrifice Tech for a few minutes of pleasure.\n
As is the custom nowadays, Dave Black was born. He guarded Brook- tly for the game. It's so easy for him beasus he is so touchingly put- it would be too much for me to say! At the age of one, after having with the baby scoops, he became a kremlin the family just across the border to Forest Hills in Queens, New York City. As is also sometimes, he grew up. He attended Rich- mond Hill High School in that fair town without earmarking much of a future. Black N. C. G. However, he spent what he terms the best part of his life near Ash- lien, R. I.; that is whenever possi- ble, during summers and each year least it is out of New York City to the smallest state location, as he said, "I wouldn't have stayed if I never came New York City again. I used to fear, he does not like Boston!" After Richmond Hill High came the year at the University of school in Boston which fulfilled his every wish enough to allow him enter the Institute in 1946 for the continuation of his formal situa- tion. During the first term he was on the Dean's List, but then he maxims dropped off with the weight of the course material himself a first class student. Here he is; successfully he communicated with the communications op- of October 31. Selected for Tech To pass his many empty hours, took up painting not as a pastime but as a service. Those into these efforts were signal boys, as he has represented the Old Alum Master in several internecine league regulations. He represents one of these with special relish. Once the team went down to an apla- naggelo to race against Navy. While down there, Dave was taken away a shiny forty-five foot scouton. Some old gentleman had paid a quarter of a million dollars to have it built; the first time he took his wife out on the boat with him, she got sea- sick, as he told the vessel in Navy's Manhattan Association for one dollar. Other amateur activities for Dave included some singing in the Glee Club and a position as a track men's team leader. His claim to fame included some singing in the Glee Club and a position as a track men's team leader. His claim to fame was as the best part of his life near Ash- lien, R. I.; that is whenever possi- blade N. C. G. However, he spent what he terms the best part of his life near Ash- lien, R. I.; that is whenever possi- tional leader. But his claim to fame was as the best part of his life near Ash- lien, R. I.; that is whenever possi-